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(a) Financial Impediments
At the very outset, the working of the new Constitution
was faced with a critical financial situation. The trouble
with Afghanistan (May to August 1919) and the military
operations against the rebellious frontier tribes (October
1919 to May 1920) cost the Government of India about
15 millions sterling. Then came the currency disturbance.
Since the closing of the Mints to the free coinage of silver in
1893, India had an exchange standard with a ratio of fifteen
rupees to the sovereign (that is, one shilling and fourpence
to the rupee). But it was found impossible to maintain the
ratio during the War — chiefly on account of two factors,
namely, (i) the heavy demand for rupee currency for the
purchase of the War materials ; and (2) the rise in the price
of silver. The result was that by April 1918 the rupee had
risen to one shilling and sixpence and by September 1919
the ratio stood approximately at two shillings to the
rupee. The Government of India sought the aid of an
expert Committee,1 which recommended the stabilization
of exchange at that rate ; but, while the Government took
steps to do so, gold prices started falling and finally the
sterling-dollar rate collapsed. The situation played havoc
with the Government finance and violently shook the fabric
of trade. The attempt to stabilize the rupee had to be
abandoned, but not before the Government had lost about
£55, 000,000. 2
The repercussions of the currency disturbances on the
general trade of the country were perhaps more devastating
than any other single factor that became operative during the
post-war period. The traders, large and small, lost heavily
either in their business or in the frenzy of speculation the
situation encouraged. The loss is estimated at hundreds
of millions. The primary producers, the Indian agriculturists,
were also severely hit by the dislocation of the export
Babington Smith Committee, Cmd. 527 of 1920.
2 See " India : the New Phase/' by Sir Stanley Reed and P. R. Cadell.
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